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Abstract Purpose: To develop a
new mathematical model for calcu-
lating the volumetric wear of poly-
ethylene cups from known values of
the radius of the prosthesis head, the
extent of linear wear and the direc-
tion of linear wear determined from
standard antero-posterior radio-
graphs. Method: A new mathemati-
cal model was developed. The re-
sults of this new mathematical model
were compared with the results ob-
tained using the standard, frequently
used mathematical model, which
takes into consideration only the ra-
dius of the prosthesis head and the
extent of linear wear of the polyeth-
ylene cups. The results of both math-
ematical models were further com-
pared with the results obtained by di-
rect measurement of volumetric wear
using the fluid displacement method.
Results: Comparison of the mathe-
matical models shows that the aver-

age volumetric wear calculated using
the new mathematical model is 8.5%
smaller than the average volumetric
wear determined by the fluid dis-
placement method, while the average
volumetric wear calculated by stan-
dard mathematical model is 17.5%
higher. The results of the new mathe-
matical model are, thus, notably less
biased than those of the standard
one. Conclusion: In calculating the
volumetric wear from antero-posteri-
or radiographs, not only the radius of
the prosthesis head and the extent of
the linear wear but also the direction
of the latter has to be considered.
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Polyethylene wear in total hip prostheses: 
the influence of direction of linear wear 
on volumetric wear determined 
from radiographic data

Introduction

Aseptic loosening remains the major long-term problem
in total hip replacement [1, 2, 3, 4]. Polyethylene wear
particles have been held responsible for the development
of chronic periprosthetic inflammation, which over a pe-
riod of several years leads to typical changes visible on
radiographs [5] and finally to overt clinically manifested
loosening and failure of the prosthesis [6, 7]. During
walking, several hundred thousands of polyethylene
wear particles are released in each step [8]. The decrease
in thickness of the prosthesis cup due to wear is mea-
sured by determining the geometrical parameters of the

prosthesis from the radiographs and can be expressed as
linear wear. It usually amounts to 0.09–0.25 mm/year [9,
10, 11, 12]. The volumetric wear, i.e. the decrease in vol-
ume of the prosthesis cup due to wear, is linearly propor-
tional to the linear wear and to the square of the radius of
the head of the prosthesis [13, 14].

The extent of linear and volumetric wear should be
as low as possible in order to delay aseptic loosening of
the prosthesis. Several methods have been developed to
determine the linear wear from routine antero-posterior
radiographs [13, 15]. In calculating the volumetric wear
on the basis of measured linear wear, a simple mathe-
matical model is usually applied, where the direction of
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maximal linear wear is not taken into account [8, 13, 14,
16, 17].

In this study we were interested in the influence of the
direction of the maximal linear wear on the calculated vol-
umetric wear. The volumetric wear as a function of the di-
rection of the maximal linear wear was calculated using a
new mathematical model and compared with the calculat-
ed volumetric wear determined using the standard model
where the direction of maximal wear is not taken into ac-
count [8, 13, 14, 16, 17]. In addition, we have compared
the volumetric wear, calculated with the standard and new
mathematical model, with the volumetric wear determined
by the fluid displacement method [18, 19].

Materials and methods

Patients

Our research included 34 patients (11 males, 23 females) who had
the polyethylene cup of a total hip prosthesis removed due to loos-
ening. The average age of the patients was 64.1 years (min. 41,
max. 84 years), while their average weight was 73.8 kg (min.
54 kg, max. 100 kg). All polyethylene cups were made of ultra
high molecular weight polyethylene, with an inner surface diame-
ter of 32 mm. The average implantation time of prosthetic implant
was 130.3 months (min. 48, max. 205 months).

Radiographs

Two radiographs of each patient’s hip were selected for the study.
The first radiograph (radiograph-1) was made immediately after
the implantation, on average 5 days after the surgery (min. 0, max.
17 days). The second radiograph (radiograph-2) was made before
the revision arthroplasty, on average 28 days before surgery (min.
3 days, max. 4 months).

Determination of the extent and direction of linear wear (d) 
by the radiographic method

Standard radiographic method, first described by Livermore and
others [13] was slightly modified and applied to determine the lin-
ear wear. The Livermore method first defines the centre of the
prosthesis head and the shortest distance to the outer edge of the
polyethylene cup in radiograph-1. The same is done in radiograph-
2. The difference between both distances is taken as the extent of
the linear wear of the polyethylene cup. The direction of linear
wear is defined by the angle of the line of linear wear and the ver-
tical through the centre of the prosthesis head.

According to our modified method, centres of the prosthesis
head and polyethylene cup on both radiographs were determined
(Fig. 1). Both centres on radiograph-1 were transferred to radio-
graph-2. Transfer was made in such a way that the centres of the
polyethylene cup coincide. Due to the fact that radiographs differ
in magnification, this is not a straightforward procedure. It was
achieved by enlarging or reducing the circles in radiograph-1 until
the circle above the polyethylene cup of radiograph-1 matched the
circle above the polyethylene cup of radiograph-2 (Fig. 2). The
magnification was determined from the known diameter of the
prosthesis head, which was 32 mm in all cases. Since measure-
ment is influenced by the degree of anteversion of the polyethyl-
ene cup [20], cups with more than 20° of anteversion were exclud-
ed (ratio of maximum to minimum diameter of the wire marker
less than 3.0) [21].
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Fig. 1 Determination of the centre of the prosthesis head and the
polyethylene cup in radiograph-1. The same is done in radiograph-2

Fig. 2 Transferring the centres of radiograph-1 to radiograph-2.
After transferring and correcting the difference in the magnifica-
tion of radiographs, the centres of the polyethylene cups on both
radiographs overlap. For better presentation, the circle above the
prosthesis head and the polyethylene cup in radiograph-2 is indi-
cated by a dotted line. The extent of the linear wear is defined as
the length of the line that connects the centres of the prosthesis
heads of both radiographs (d). Direction of the linear wear (angle
β) is determined from the angle between elongated line d and the
line through both poles of the polyethylene cup (line A)
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We defined the extent of linear wear as the length of the
straight line between the centres of both prosthesis heads (Fig. 2,
d). The direction of the linear wear (Fig. 2, angle β) is given by
the angle between this straight line and the line through both poles
of the polyethylene cup (Fig. 2, line A).

Determination of the volumetric wear of polyethylene cup (V)
from radiographic data using the standard mathematical model

We calculated the volumetric wear in cubic millimetres from the
results previously determined by the radiographic method. For this
purpose we compared the two mathematical models. The standard,
widely used one takes into account only the radius of the prosthe-
sis head (R) and the size of the linear wear (d) [8, 13, 14, 16, 17].

V= πR2d (1)

Determination of the volumetric wear of polyethylene cup (V)
from radiographic data using the new mathematical model

We developed a new mathematical model for the determination of
volumetric wear, which includes the direction of linear wear

(Fig. 2, angle β) in addition to the radius of the head and the ex-
tent of the linear wear.

The calculation starts from a spherical head which is in close
contact with the semi-spherical cup (Fig. 3A). The head penetrates
into the semi-spherical cup (Fig. 3B). This means that the centre
of the head is shifted by distance d in the direction of greatest pen-
etration, denoted by the angle β. This means that a certain part of
the cup is displaced, as shown by the dark coloured area in
Fig. 3B. We are interested in the volume of the displaced part,
when the centre of the cup and the spherical head are moved apart
by the distance d in the direction of greatest penetration. The vol-
ume of displaced part (Fig. 3B) is:

(2)

where R is the distance between the centre of the head and the se-
lected point on its surface (equal to radius of head), R’ the dis-
tance between the centre of the head before the shift and this same
point after the shift (Fig. 3B), and dS the infinitesimal surface area
element. The integration takes place in that part of the surface
where the head penetrates the cup (Fig. 3B, shaded area).

The following relation can be used to combine distances R and
R’ (Fig. 3):

R2=R�2+d2–2R�d cos α (3)

By taking into account that the distance d is small in comparison
to distances R and R’, we can neglect the term d2 in Eq. 3:

R=R�[1–2(d/R�) cos α]1/2 (4)

Taking into account that the d/R’ is small, the expression (Eq. 4)
can be approximated as:

R=R�(1–d cos α /R�) (5)

so that:

R�–R =d cos α (6)

Rotation of the coordinate system is performed in such a way that
the point of greatest penetration lies in the xz plane of the rotated
system, in the direction of z axis (Fig. 4). In the rotated system,

Fig. 3A, B Schematic presentation of semi-spherical cup, spheri-
cal head (A) and relative shift of the spherical head into the semi-
spherical cup (B). T denotes a random point on the spherical head,
d is the distance of the shift of the centre of the prosthesis head in
the direction of the greatest penetration, R is the distance between
the centre of the prosthesis head after the shift and the selected
point after shift, R’ is the distance between the centre of the pros-
thesis head before the shift and the selected point after shift

Fig. 4 Surface intersection in the rotated co-ordinate system
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the surface contact area is symmetrical with regard to xz plane and
the angle α is the same as before (Fig. 4). One border of the sur-
face contact area lies at a spatial angle of π/2 from the point of
greatest penetration. The border on the other side is determined by
the geometry of the plastic cup (Figs. 3 and 4). The angle (π/2 - β)
gives the direction of greatest penetration of the head relative to
the axis of the rotational symmetry of the semi-spherical cup.

Introducing the coordinates ϕ and ϑ (Fig. 5) so that:

x=R cos ϑ sin ϕ, (7)

y=R sin ϑ (8)

z =R cos ϑ cos ϕ, (9)

the infinitesimal element of the surface area can be expressed as:

dS=R2 cosϑ dϑ dϕ (10)

In order to calculate the volume, V, we insert the expressions (Eqs.
6 and 10) into Eq. 2:

V=dR2FFcosα cosϑ dϑdϕ (11)

Considering that

cosα =cosϑ cosϕ (12)

and integrating over ϑ from -π/2 to π/2 and over ϕ from -π/2 to β
gives a new expression for the volumetric wear:

V= πR2d (1+sinβ ) /2 . (13)

Determination of the volumetric wear by the fluid displacement
method

We compared the relevance of both mathematical models by com-
paring the results with the results of directly measured volumetric
wear of the polyethylene cups by the fluid displacement method.
This method measures the volumetric wear directly by measuring
the difference in the volume of the liquid necessary to fill the cavi-
ties of the worn and a new polyethylene cup [18, 19].

Fig. 5 Schematic presentation of the area of the contact between
the prosthesis head and the polyethylene cup in the rotated co-
ordinate system (shaded area). The meaning of the angles ϑ and ϕ
is indicated. Angle β denotes the disection of the linear wear

The mathematical model tending to give results closer to the
volumetric wear determined by the fluid displacement method
would be considered superior. The results were statistically analy-
sed using the established methodology for method comparison
studies [22], with the addition of linear regression primarily as a
means of clear illustration of the obtained results.

Results

The extent and direction of linear wear determined by ra-
diographic method are shown in Table 1. This table also
shows the volumetric wear of the polyethylene cups cal-
culated from radiographic data by using both mathemati-
cal models and the volumetric wear measured by the flu-
id displacement method.

The average volumetric wear calculated using the stan-
dard mathematical model, which takes into consideration
only the radius of the prosthesis head and the size of 
the linear wear, was 1329.1 mm3 (min. 707.7, max
1881.9 mm3). The average volumetric wear determined
using our new mathematical model, which takes into con-
sideration also the direction of the linear wear, was
1033.5 mm3 (min. 492.7, max. 1316.2 mm3). The average
volumetric wear of the polyethylene cups determined by
the fluid displacement method was 1132.7 mm3 (min.
578.4, max. 1476.2 mm3).

These results show that the average volumetric wear
calculated using the standard mathematical model ex-
ceeds the reference volumetric wear determined by the
fluid displacement method by 17.5%, while our new
mathematical model yields results on average 8.5%
smaller than the fluid displacement method. The new
mathematical model is thus clearly less biased than the
standard one. Focusing on the differences between the
reference and the mathematical model within each sub-
ject, one notes that not only is the mean difference 
(−196.5 vs. 99.2 mm3) larger in absolute value for the
standard mathematical model when compared with the
new one, but the variability of differences is also larger
(SD of differences is 106.2 and 63.8 mm3 for the stan-
dard and the new mathematical model, respectively).

From these parameters, confidence intervals (CI) for
bias and for the limits of agreement [22] were calculated,
whereby the method giving (on average) results higher
than the reference is indicated with a negative value of
bias, and the method giving (on average) results lower
than the reference is indicated with a positive value of
bias. For the standard mathematical model, the 95% CI
for bias is [−154.4, −238.6] mm3, while for the new
mathematical model it is [73.9, 124.5] mm3. For the
standard mathematical model, the limits of agreement
are −408.9 mm3 (lower limit, i.e. mean difference − 2 ×
SD of mean difference) and 15.9 mm3 (upper limit, i.e.
mean difference + 2 × SD of mean difference), while for
the new model the limits of agreement are −28.3 mm3

(lower limit) and 226.8 mm3 (upper limit). For the stan-
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dard mathematical model, the 95% CI for the lower limit
of agreement is [−481.8, −336.0] mm3 and the 95% CI
for the upper limit of agreement is [−57.0, 88.8] mm3;
for the new mathematical model, the 95% CI for the
lower limit of agreement is [−72.1, 15.5] mm3 and the
95% CI for the upper limit of agreement is [183.0,
270.5] mm3. All these parameters serve only to reinforce
the general conclusion that in comparison to the standard
mathematical model, the new one provides values that
are less biased on average, as well as less likely to devi-
ate substantially from the reference value for each indi-
vidual subject.

Another way to present these results is the plot of dif-
ference between the reference volumetric wear deter-
mined by the fluid displacement method and the volu-
metric wear determined by the method in question
against the average of the two data points of each subject
(Fig. 6), known as the method-comparison chart [22]. A

general positive finding, revealed by the two plots, is
that the precision of neither of the two mathematical
models appears to be dependent on the extent of the
wear. It is evident, though, that there are many fewer da-
ta points outside the limits of agreement for the new
mathematical model.

Comparison of the results of both mathematical mod-
els is provided by the scatter-plot, showing that the re-
sults of our new mathematical model are closer to those
measured with the fluid displacement method (Fig. 7).
The conclusion that the new mathematical model, which
takes into consideration the direction of the linear wear, is
more accurate in calculating the volumetric wear of poly-
ethylene cups on the basis of the radiographic method can
also be backed up by simple least-squares linear regres-
sion. We regressed the measurements from the fluid dis-
placement method on the estimates of volumetric wear
from the standard model (πR2d) and the estimates of vol-

Table 1 The extents and direc-
tions of the linear wear of the
polyethylene cups determined
by the radiographic method
(standard model, Eq. 1) and
new mathematical model 
(Eq. 13) and the volumetric
wear determined by the fluid
displacement method

Patient Linear Direction Volumetric wear (mm3)
wear of linear 
(mm) wear (β) (°) Fluid Standard New 

displacement mathematical mathematical 
method model model

1 1.80 28.8 1152.5 1447.6 1073.0
2 1.39 57.5 1091.7 1117.9 1030.4
3 1.74 26.4 1117.8 1399.4 1010.8
4 1.47 54.4 1037.1 1182.2 1071.8
5 1.76 45.5 1287.3 1415.5 1212.5
6 1.63 23.1 1128.4 1310.9 912.6
7 1.62 22.1 1018.9 1302.9 896.5
8 1.58 42.0 1185.0 1270.7 1060.5
9 1.64 44.1 1192.8 1319.0 1118.4

10 2.34 23.5 1476.2 1881.9 1316.2
11 1.73 22.8 1009.1 1391.3 965.3
12 1.97 34.0 1375.6 1584.3 1235.2
13 1.84 18.1 1115.5 1479.8 969.8
14 1.52 54.1 1177.2 1222.5 1106.3
15 1.58 37.3 1017.5 1270.7 1020.4
16 0.88 23.1 578.4 707.7 492.7
17 1.64 23.8 1136.3 1319.0 925.6
18 1.74 38.1 1255.4 1399.4 1131.4
19 1.80 22.5 1205.7 1447.6 1000.8
20 1.52 9.5 955.5 1222.5 712.1
21 1.52 29.9 1029.2 1222.5 915.9
22 1.56 40.6 1122.9 1254.6 1035.6
23 1.62 49.4 1229.4 1302.9 1146.1
24 1.46 26.0 887.7 1174.2 844.5
25 1.49 45.8 1082.6 1198.3 1028.7
26 1.49 47.3 1165.3 1198.3 1039.5
27 1.55 45.5 1048.5 1246.6 1067.9
28 2.06 35.5 1436.7 1656.7 1309.4
29 1.58 45.6 1108.8 1270.7 1089.3
30 1.66 16.5 967.7 1335.6 857.1
31 1.42 36.7 1047.1 1142.0 912.3
32 1.72 57.1 1367.3 1383.3 1272.4
33 2.15 30.4 1425.7 1729.1 1302.1
34 1.72 31.6 1077.8 1383.3 1054.1
Average value 1.65 34.9 1132.7 1329.1 1033.5
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umetric wear from the new model (πR2d(1+sinβ)/2),
whereby the regression line was forced through the ori-
gin. In this way, the regression coefficient obtained is
equal to the “correction factor” by which the results of
the respective mathematical model should be multiplied

in order to coincide with the reference. For the standard
mathematical model, the regression slope was 0.8494,
while for our new mathematical model it was 1.0929. The
greater accuracy of the new model is evident, especially
if one remembers that a value of 1.3012 (i.e. 1/0.8494,
and not 1.1506=2−0.8494) would represent underestima-
tion of the new model equivalent to the overestimation of
the standard model.

Discussion

The radiographic method, first described by Livermore
and others [13], is today the most frequently used meth-
od for determining the linear wear of polyethylene cups
and its direction “in vivo”. Martel and Berdia [9] indicat-
ed that this method had certain deficiencies, especially in
determining the direction of linear wear according to the
narrowest part of the polyethylene cup.

In this study, we improved the mathematical model
for calculation of volumetric wear from radiographic da-

Fig. 6 Method comparison chart for the standard mathematical
model and the new mathematical model, with the fluid displace-
ment method taken as reference. Difference between the reference
volumetric wear (determined by the fluid displacement method)
and volumetric wear determined by the method in question is plot-
ted against the average of the two data points of each subject. The
solid line represents perfect equivalence of the method in question
with the reference, and the two dashed lines represent the estimat-
ed limits of agreement. In the upper diagram, the results of the
standard mathematical model are compared to the results of the
reference model (with data points depicted by squares), and the
behaviour of the new mathematical model is studied in the lower
diagram (where data points are depicted by triangles). The overes-
timation of the standard model is evident from the fact that all dif-
ferences are negative, and the underestimation of the new model is
shown by the fact that all but three differences are positive. The
superiority of the new model is indicated by the narrower limits of
agreement (note the values on the vertical axis), as well as by only
about half as many triangles as squares falling outside the limits of
agreement. Neither model shows systematic dependence of the
imprecision on the magnitude of the volumetric wear

Fig. 7 A comparison of the volumetric wear determined by the
fluid displacement method with the volumetric wear calculated
with the standard (Eq. 1) and new mathematical model (Eq. 13))
from radiographic data. The thick straight line is the ideal, theoret-
ical curve representing the points where the volumetric wear de-
termined by the fluid displacement method and volumetric wear
determined from radiographic data would be the same. A devia-
tion of points from this ideal line can be seen. Squares, which de-
note the interdependence between the volumetric wear determined
by the fluid displacement method and volumetric wear calculated
using the standard mathematical model, lie above the curve. Trian-
gles, which show the interdependence between the volumetric
wear determined by the fluid displacement method and the volu-
metric wear calculated using the new mathematical model, lie be-
low the curve
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ta. Besides the radius of the prosthesis head and the ex-
tent of linear wear, the direction of linear wear was taken
into account as well. Therefore, the precise determina-
tion of the direction of linear wear was of crucial impor-
tance. For this purpose, the direction of linear wear was
determined from the direction of the shift of the centre of
the prosthesis head, caused by long-term functioning of
the prosthesis. We believe that the direction of linear
wear determined in this way is more precise compared
with the earlier determinations [13].

We provide clear evidence that our new mathematical
model, which takes into consideration the direction of
linear wear and not only the radius of the prosthesis head
and the extent of linear wear, is more accurate for calcu-
lating volumetric wear from radiographic data. Method-
comparison statistical analyses provide further support
for the conclusion that the new mathematical model is
more accurate than the standard one.

In addition to the proofs of superiority of the new
model, it should be emphasised that the new model is
potentially even more accurate than demonstrated by the
obtained results, which is argued below.

First, the radiographic method calculates the extent and
the direction of the linear wear of the polyethylene cups
only in the sagittal plane (we analysed only the antero-
posterior radiographs). So we can assume that the mea-
sured linear wear is in fact slightly inferior to the real val-
ue, since the location of linear wear in the frontal plane is
not determined (this could be determined by analyzing lat-
eral radiographs). Due to this fact the volumetric wear de-
termined by mathematical models is slightly smaller than
the real value. If we had considered the directions of linear
wear in both planes, the graphic presentation, as the one
shown in Fig. 7, would have shown the points of volumet-
ric wear slightly higher. This means that the points of vol-
umetric wear calculated by the new mathematical method
(triangles in Fig. 7) would have been closer to the theoret-
ical curve, while the points of volumetric wear calculated
by the standard mathematical method (squares in Fig. 7)
would have been more distant. Consequently, the predic-
tions of the new mathematical model would have been
even more accurate, while the standard model would have
deviated even more from the ideal model.

Also in favour of this fact are the findings of the
study carried out by Kabo et al. [23]. By defining the
volumetric wear of polyethylene cups in both planes,
they determined that the true volumetric wear was
0.53 times the volumetric wear defined by the standard
mathematical model. In our study, which determines the
volumetric wear only in the sagittal plane (we analysed
only the antero-posterior radiographs of hips), the actual
volumetric wear was 0.85 times the volumetric wear, de-
fined by the standard mathematical model. This means
that when considering the volumetric wear of polyethyl-
ene cups also in the frontal plane (lateral radiographs of
hips), our mathematical model would have approached
the ideal model, whereas the standard model would di-
verge from it even further.

Second, volumetric wear determined by the fluid dis-
placement method should be larger than volumetric wear
determined from radiographic data due to deep abrasion
marks in the inner surface of the polyethylene cup. These
marks are the consequence of three-layer abrasion [24,
25] and can increase the extent of the volumetric wear.
Contrary to the radiographic method, the fluid displace-
ment method takes into account the volumetric wear hid-
den in these abrasions. Had this part of volumetric wear
been somehow accounted for by both mathematical
models, the points in Fig. 7 would have moved upwards,
bringing the triangles even closer to and the squares even
further away from the line of equivalence with the fluid
displacement method. This would have additionally im-
proved the accuracy of the new mathematical model, and
additionally worsened the accuracy of the standard mod-
el.

Conclusion

The determination of volumetric wear of the polyethyl-
ene cups from radiographic data must take into account
the direction of the linear wear and not only the radius of
the prosthesis head and the extent of the linear wear.
Consequently, clinicians might consider including these
findings when calculating volumetric wear from radio-
graphic data.
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